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What Are Sacred Grids And What Do We Use Them For? Sacred Geometry has often been referred
to as The Language of Light or Blueprint for All Creation, or The harmonic configuration of the
soul.You will find Sacred Geometry everywhere. When we create grids using sacred geometry we
are calling upon the strength and the energetic qualities of these eternal geometric shapes to work
in conjunction with these grids. We are asking for sacred assistance. Grids create a pattern of
energy, an energetic transmitter like a two-way radio that produces a vibrational field to either bring
energy down to be released into the environment for some purpose or intent or sending the energy
out into the atmosphere for transmutation or for distant spiritual healing. Sacred Grids are very
powerful energetic tools.
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I really enjoyed this - I have been interested in crystals for awhile and recently started working with
crystal grids. That being said I am almost 100% new to the concepts of sacred geometry. This book
did a great job of explaining sacred geometry patterns, what they mean, how power flows, ect in
terms that a beginner can understand. The author lists MANY different sources that I intend to

check out as well, which I liked. I will definitely be referencing this guide over and over, so I feel it
was a good value. There are many pictures showing what the author is talking about and many grid
structures. It connects each grid pattern to different chakras, needs, ect. It is a wonderful guide for
starting out with crystal grids! That being said it doesn't really explain crystals or attributes of
crystals themselves, so I would recommend it to a reader who is already familiar with the basics of
crystals but is interested in getting into gridding. If you are a 100% beginner to exploring crystals, I
would recommend checking out books like the Crystal Bible first.The formatting is a little funky, but I
am not removing a star for that bc I have an iPad mini and this is intended for a kindle. Just
something to be aware of!

Nice quick sacred geometry crystal grid book. It is great to use as a reference and includes both
simple and complex grids. Some of the new age terminology is a bit much but overall the book is a
helpful guide.

It's funny that I had to choose adjectives for this book as if it were a novel, but there it is. I've read
most of this book, and am planning on reading the rest pretty soon. I had to look up "icosahedron",
and found that the term is misused in the book, when they actually probably mean hexagon. The
information in the book seems good otherwise.

It's a good reference book with lots of crystal grid examples.

Easy to read and informative. Happy with purchase

A very short book.. explains shapes and purposes of use. No expanded narrative. Good reference.
Nice illustrations, covers the basic sacred geometry shapes and traditional uses.

It helped me understand crystals getter it was more about grids and sacred geometry than anything
the book was short it was in crash course from
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